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pkal, m. • fruit, a crop or harvest of grain, 86 (see
pkal-hondu, a fruit-ram, a large ram fattened on fruit, 77,
pholu, m. a single grain, or a small quantity of any kind of
grain or seed ; used —°.. mt^-pM™, a single mustard-seed,
47; in phal-pkolu^ 86, pMu means simply ' grain \ and
defines pkaL Phal means any fruit, and pholu defines it as
grain.
paMl*) m. a'shepherd; paJiali-rostu> shepherd less, 108.
phalun, to bear fruit; cond. past sg. 3, with snff. 2nd pers.
sing, dat., phalihiy (mod. Ksh. would be -/%)3 66.
p/iohm. to blossom, to bloom ; fut. sg. 3, with suff. 2nd pers.
sg. dat., pfitili?/, K. Pr. 46.
p&dlav, m. the set of shutters used for shutting up a shop;
phdlav dyunu,.to shut up (shop, dat.), K. Pr. 102.
pJidlawun1^ n. ag. that which blossoms, flowering; £ sg. nom.,
with emph. y^pholawufi^y^ 96 = K. Pr. 47.
plierun, to return, come back (to a place, or to one's senses),
515 89; to rest from work, take a holiday, 12. In 89, the
'returning* is in two senses, either &coming back (to the
market)', or ' coming (to my senses) \ Conj. part, phlrith,
51, 89; fut. sg. 3,pAeri, 12.
plilrun^ to cause to revolve or to cause to come back; to turn
over (of a washerman turning over clothes in the wash),
103; to reverse, cancel, 107; to ply (scissors), 103; eonj.
part, pkirith, 107; past part. £ sg., with suff. 3rd pers. sg.
ag. and 1st pers. sg. nom.3 pHAias, 103; with suff. 3rd
pers. sg. ag. and 1st pers. sg. dat., p&ir^nam, 103.
pJmt^fun^ to break (trans.); past part. m. pi., with sufF.
3rd pers. sg. ag. and 3rd pers. sg. dat., phut^na§. 26.
poj\ see pdfan.
ptikk, m. mud, a slough5 74.
pakaek) m. the wheel (of a vehicle), pi. nom. paMach> 26.
paknn, to move forward, progress ; inf. pakim gafelie, one has to
progress, 19; fut. sg. 3, with suff. 2nd pers. sg. dat.
paliy, 107.
$akawunu> n. ag. one who progresses ; (of a river) flowing on,
K. Pr. 47; f. sg. nom., with emph. y^ p&kawufiPy, K. Pr. 47.
j)al, m. flesh, used in offering to a god, 10; al-pal, wine and
flesh for a Kaula offering. In modern Ksh. the compound
al-jpal is used to mean c wine, flesh, &c.J, i.e. the five things
commencing, with m used in the kanla (not Lalla's sect)
worship of Siva. The five ' m's' are madya, wine ; mdm^a^
flesh; maUya, iish; mndrd^ special attitudes; maithuna,
sexual intercourse. Hence, in modern language, al-pal
commonly means any vile or utterly impure food.
pal an > m, a'saddle (of a horse); sg. dak. jpalduas, 14.

